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ABSTRACT The gradually widening speed disparity between CPU and memory has become an
overwhelming bottleneck for the development of chip multiprocessor systems. In addition, increasing
penalties caused by frequent on-chip memory accesses have raised critical challenges in delivering high
memory access performance with tight power and latency budgets. To overcome the daunting memory wall
and energywall issues, this paper focuses on proposing a new heterogeneous scratchpadmemory architecture,
which is configured from SRAM, MRAM, and Z-RAM. Based on this architecture, we propose a genetic
algorithm to perform data allocation to different memory units, therefore, reducing memory access cost in
terms of power consumption and latency. Extensive and experiments are performed to show the merits of the
heterogeneous scratchpad architecture over the traditional pure memory system and the effectiveness of the
proposed algorithms.

INDEX TERMS Hybrid memory, SPM, chip multiprocessor, MRAM, Z-RAM, data allocation, genetic
algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION
For Chip Multiprocessor (CMP) systems, low power
consumption and short-latency memory access are two most
important design goals. Nowadays, the development of cur-
rent CMP systems is substantially hindered by the daunting
memory wall and power wall issues. To bridge the ever-
widening processor-memory speed gap, traditional com-
puting systems widely adopted hardware caches. Caches,
benefitting from temporal and spatial locality, have effec-
tively facilitated the layered memory hierarchy. Nonetheless,
caches also present notorious problems to CMP systems,
such as lack of hard guarantee of predictability and
high penalties in cache misses. For example, caches

consume up to 43% of the overall power in the
ARM920T processor [1].

Therefore, how to develop alternative power-efficient
techniques to replace the current hardware-managed cache
memory is really challenging. Scratch Pad Memory (SPM),
a software-controlled on-chip memory, has been widely
employed by key manufacturers, due to two major advan-
tages over the cache memory [2], [3]. First, SPM does not
have the comparator and tag SRAM, since it is accessed
by direct addressing. Therefore, the complex decode oper-
ations are not performed to support the runtime address
mapping for references. This property of caches can save
a large amount of energy. It has been shown that
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a SPM consumes 34% less chip area and 40% less energy
consumption than a cache memory does [4]. Second, SPM
generally guarantees single-cycle access latency, whereas
accesses to cache may suffer from capacity, compulsory, and
conflict misses that incur very long latency [5]. Given the
advantages in size, power consumption, and predictability,
SPMhas beenwidely used in CMP systems, such asMotorola
M-core MMC221, IBM CELL [6], TI TMS370CX7X, and
NVIDIA G80. Based on the software management charac-
teristics of SPM, how to manage SPM and perform data
allocation with the help of compilers becomes the most
critical task.

A hybrid SPM architecture must resolve the problem on
how to reduce energy consumption, memory access latency,
and the number of write operations to MRAM. To take
advantage of the benefits of each type of memory, we must
strategically allocate data on each memory module so that
the total memory access cost can be minimized. Recall that
SPMs are software-controllable, which means the datum on
it can be managed by programmers or compilers. Traditional
hybrid memory data management strategies, such as data
placement and migration [7], [8], are unsuitable for hybrid
SPMs, since they are mainly designed for hardware caches
and are unaware of write activities. Fortunately, embedded
system applications can fully take the advantage of compiler-
analyzable data access patterns, which can offer efficient data
allocation mechanisms for hybrid SPM architecture. There
are practical products adopted hybrid memory architecture,
for instance, Micron’s HMC (Hybrid Memory Cube)
controller.

In the context of data allocation for hybrid on-chip
memory, Sha et al. [9] employed a multi-dimensional
dynamic programming (MDPDA) method to reduce write
activities and energy consumption. However, this methodwill
consume a significant amount of time and space. Based on
this observation, we use a genetic algorithm to allocate data
on different memory units for CPMs with our novel hybrid
SPM comprising SRAM and MRAM.

To address this issue, we design a genetic algorithm in
this paper to solve the data allocation problem which is
able to yield near-optimal solutions with moderate time
and space overhead. Genetic Algorithms (GAs), stemmed
from the evolutionary theory, are a class of computational
models which is able to achieve sub-optimal solutions for
problems. These algorithms organize a solution candidate
of a problem in a specific data structures (often referred to
as chromosome), such as linear binary, tree, linked list, and
even matrix, and apply some operations on these structure to
produce new candidates by preserving good features [10].
To achieve this goal, our proposed genetic algorithm
inherits the prominent merits of traditional ones, such as
accurate solutions and fast convergence. In general, a genetic
algorithm always involves the following basic elements:
chromosome, initialization, selection, reproduction, and
termination. Targeting the data allocation problem
for the heterogeneous on-chip SPM memory with

SRAM, MRAM, and Z-RAM, we develop corresponding
algorithms for these 4 stages.

The major contributions of this paper include:
(1) We propose a hybrid SPM architecture that consists of
SRAM, MRAM, and Z-RAM. This architecture produces
high access performance with low power consumption.
(2) We propose a novel genetic algorithm based data allo-
cation strategy to reduce memory access latency and power
consumption, while reducing the number of write operations
toMRAM. The reduction of writes onMRAMwill efficiently
prolong their lifetime.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section II gives an overview of related work on data allo-
cation for SPM. Section III presents the system model.
Section IV describes a motivational example to illustrate our
basic ideas. Detailed algorithms such as Adaptive Genetic
Algorithm for Data Allocation (AGADA) are presented in
Section V. Experimental results are given in Section VI.
Section VII concludes this paper.

FIGURE 1. A typical scratchpad memory.

II. RELATED WORK
Scratchpad Memory (SPM) is a software controlled on-chip
memory that has been envisioned as a promising alternative
to hardware caches in both uniprocessor and multiprocessor
embedded systems with tight energy and timing budgets, due
to its superiority in timing predictability, area and power
consumption, and guarantee of single cycle access latency.
Figure 1 shows a typical processor with a scratchpadmemory,
in which the SPM is implemented by direct address
mapping. Particularly, the access address is always in a
predetermined memory space range [11]. To efficiently use
the SPM, scratchpad memory management unit (SMMU) is
regularly introduced so that the programmers or compilers
can explicitly manage the data allocation on it [12], [13].

Since this benefit is achieved at the cost of interference
from programmer or compiler, the development of sophisti-
cated mechanisms is a must to SPM management therefore
improving the overall system performance. This paper aims
to address the data allocation problem of the CMP embedded
systems (but not just limited to CMP systems, it can be also
easily applied to uniprocessor embedded system) based on
the proposal of a heterogeneous architecture associated with
an array of novel scheduling algorithms. The goal is to reduce
the memory access cost and extend the wear-out leveling of
the on-chip systems.
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Depending on the time when the data allocation decision
is made, existing work can be categorized into static data
allocation and dynamic data allocation. In static data alloca-
tion scenarios, the analysis of application program and data
allocation decision is made at compile-time (offline). The
required memory blocks are loaded into SPM at the system
initialization stage and remain the same during the execution.
The biggest advantage of static allocation approaches is the
ease of implementation and the low demand on runtime
resources.

Compared to the static allocation counterpart, program
data/code to memory mapping is determined when the appli-
cation is running in dynamic allocation approaches. Further-
more, data can be reloaded into SPM at some designated
program points to guarantee the execution of the application.
Therefore, dynamic allocation needs to be aware of the
contents in SPM over time. Most of dynamic allocation
approaches used in the literature commonly perform a
compile-time analysis to determine the memory blocks and
reloading points therefore amortizing runtime delay. In addi-
tion, good analysis of the profiled trace file or historical
information of program execution is effectively beneficial to
making better mapping decision. However, the most obvious
shortcoming of dynamic allocation is the inexorable high cost
of data mapping at runtime. To reduce this overhead, previous
work depends on either pre-extracting part of program that
doesn’t need runtime information [14], [15] or performing
a compile-time analysis to find out the potential allocation
sites [16], [17].

Udayakumaran et al. [7] proposed a heuristic algorithm to
allocate data for a SPM,withmajor consideration of stack and
global variables. Dominguez et al. [18] applied a dynamic
data allocation method on heap data for embedded systems
with SPMs. Three types of the program object are considered
in their allocation method: global variables, stack variables,
and program code. They divided a program into multiple
regions, where each program region is associated with a time
stamp. According to the order of time stamps, they then
utilized a heuristic algorithm to determine the data allocation
for each program region.

In [9], [19], and [20], Sha et al. proposed a
multi-dimensional dynamic programming (MDPDA) strategy
for the hybrid SPM architecture. Their method is able to
achieve optimal allocation for each program region.
Compared with their approach, this paper has several dif-
ferent aspects: First, while their targeted hybrid architecture
only consists of a NVM and SRAM, this paper investigates
the features of MRAM and Z-RAM, and we proposed a
more complicated architecture to attack the on-chip memory
access problem. Second, [9], [19] focused on in single pro-
cessor platforms with hybrid SPM. However, we step further
to investigate on multicore embedded systems where each
of core is attached with a hybrid on-chip memory. Third,
comparing with [20], we propose a novel genetic algorithm
solution on multicore platform, which has much smaller
space complexity without losing the accuracy of the results.

III. SYSTEM MODEL
A. HARDWARE MODEL
Figure 2 exhibits the architecture of a target CMP system
with hybrid SPMs. Each core is tightly coupled with an
on-chip SPM which is composed of a SRAM, a MRAM,
and a Z-RAM. We call a core accesses the SPM owned by
itself as local access, while accessing a SPM held by another
core is referred to as remote access. Generally, the remote
access is supported by an on-chip interconnect. All cores
access the off-chip main memory (usually a DRAM device)
through a shared bus. CELL processor [21] is an example
that adopts this architecture. In a CELL processor, there is
a multi-channel ring structure to allow the communication
between any two cores without intervention from other cores.
Consequently, we can safely assume that the data transfer cost
between cores is constant. Generally, accessing the local SPM
is faster and dissipates less energy than fetching data from
a remote SPM, while accessing the off-chip main memory
incurs the longest latency and consumes most energy.

FIGURE 2. System architecture. A n-core with hybrid on-chip SPMs and
an off-chip DRAM main memory. Core1 accesses data in SPM1 is referred
to as local access, while accessing data in other cores is regarded to as
remote access. All accesses to shared main memory utilize the on-chip
interconnect.

In order to make sure a hit for an access to the memory
modules on the heterogeneous memory, we need to move the
data from the memory unit holding this data preliminarily.
However, this movement will inevitably incur much higher
overhead, since it needs to access a remote SPM or the main
memory. In this case, the data transfer overhead is composed
of two major parts: reading the memory module of a remote
SPM or main memory owning the data and writing the data
to the target memory module.

B. CHROMOSOME MODEL
A chromosome for the data allocation problem is a set of
defined parameters which is able to represent a solution. The
parameters here are the data blocks and the size of each
memory module including all on-chip memory modules and
the off-chip main memory. Therefore, we define a gene in
a chromosome as a pair of these two parameters. That is,
a chromosome represents an allocation scheme. There are
numerous ways to represent a chromosome. Intuitively, we
can use a matrix to represent a chromosome, where the rows
indicate the main memory and all on-chip memory units of
a SPM in each processor core. The columns indicate data
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FIGURE 3. Two chromosomes in matrix structure. (a) Chromosome C1.
(b) Chromosome C2.

allocation on the corresponding memories. For example,
Figure 3 shows two randomly generated chromosomes,
A and B. These two chromosomes are constructed in matrix
structure according to the size of each memory unit, where
C1S,C1M ,C1Z ,C2S,C2M ,C2Z , andMM represent SPM1’s
SRAM, SPM1’s MRAM, SPM1’s ZRAM, SPM2’s SRAM,
SPM2’s MRAM, SPM2’s ZRAM, and the main memory,
respectively. Each row of data given in the chromosome
matrix is a gene sequence, which represents the data
allocation on the corresponding memory module.

However, this form of chromosome is inconvenient to
perform genetic operations, particularly for crossover,
because it is hard to maintain the space constraint of each
memory module. Hence, we modify the chromosome and
organize it as a list structure where each gene in the list is
defined to be a data item and a memory unit pair: (d,MT ).
Each gene cell shows that the data item d is allocated to
the memory unit MT . In this method, all the memory units
are numbered uniquely. Suppose that the target CMP system
has N cores, where each core has an on-chip heterogeneous
memory configured from MRAM and SRAM, we need at

most 2 ∗N + 1 numbers to label these memory units. For the
purpose of simplicity, we use number 3∗i−2, 3∗i−1, and 3 ∗ i
(1 ≤ i ≤ N ) to represent the SRAM, MRAM, and ZRAM
of the SPM associated with core i, respectively. Number
3 ∗N + 1 represents the main memory. Two chromosomes in
this structure are shown in Figure 4, and they are transformed
from the chromosomes A and B in Figure 3, respectively.
In Figure 4, we use 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 to correspondingly
represent SPM1’s SRAM, SPM1’s MRAM, SPM1’s ZRAM,
SPM2’s SRAM, SPM2’s MRAM, SPM2’s ZRAM, and the
main memory. For example, the gene (B1, 4) represents
data B1 is allocated to SPM2’s SRAM.

IV. MOTIVATIONAL EXAMPLE
The objective of our algorithm is to minimize memory access
latency, energy consumption, as well as the number of write
operations to MRAM for CMP systems with the hybrid SPM
consisting of SRAM, MRAM, and Z-RAM. In this section,
we present an example to illustrate the rationale behind the
proposed algorithm.

For demonstration purpose, we normalize latency and
energy consumption of memory access to MRAM, SRAM,
Z-RAM, and off-chip main memory as Table 1. In this table,
the columns of ‘‘LS’’, ‘‘RS’’, ‘‘LM’’, ‘‘RM’’, ‘‘LZ’’, ‘‘RZ’’,
and ‘‘MM’’ represent thememory access cost to local SRAM,
remote SRAM, local MRAM, remoteMRAM, local Z-RAM,
remote Z-RAM, and off-chip DRAM, respectively.
‘‘La’’ and ‘‘En’’ represent latency and energy consumption,
respectively. During the execution of an application, a data
can be allocated to any memory module and moved back and
forth among all memory modules in SPMs.

Similar to the mechanism used in [17], we assume data
moving latency and energy consumption between different
memory modules are given in Table 2 and Table 3,
respectively. In these two tables, the column of ‘‘Type’’
indicates different types of memory, and others columns

FIGURE 4. Change the chromosomes in Figure 3 into list structure, C1 → C3, C2 → C4. (a) Chromosome C3. (b) Chromosome C4.

TABLE 1. Latency and energy consumption for access to different memory modules. ‘‘LS’’, ‘‘RS’’, ‘‘LM’’, ‘‘RM’’, ‘‘LZ’’, ‘‘RZ’’, and ‘‘MM’’
represent local SRAM, remote SRAM, local MRAM, remote MRAM, local Z-RAM, remote Z-RAM, and off-chip DRAM, respectively.
‘‘La’’ and ‘‘En’’ represent latency and energy consumption, respectively.
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TABLE 2. Latency of moving data between different memory
modules.

TABLE 3. Energy consumption of moving data between different
memory modules.

represent latency and energy consumption of data movement
between different memorymodules. For example, the column
of ‘‘SRAM’’ represents the cost of moving data from other
kinds of memory modules to SRAM.

We assume the target system has 2 cores, and each of them
equips with hybrid SPM consisting of SRAM, MRAM, and
Z-RAM. The off-chip shared memory is a DRAM. In order to
demonstrate the viability of our data allocation strategy, we
assume a simple program which has 18 data blocks obtained
from a program, namely B1,B2, . . . , and B18. Initially, only
data block B18 is stored in the core2’s SRAM, and all others
blocks are stored in off-chip DRAM. In order to illustrate the
example, we assume the number of accesses for each data
by each core is given in Table 4. In this table, the column of
‘‘DATA’’ indicates the data blocks used in this example. The
rows of ‘‘Read’’ and ‘‘Write’’ represent the number of reads
and writes to each data block incurred by each core.

V. DESCRIPTION OF THE ADAPTIVE
GENETIC ALGORITHM
In this section, we will discuss the details of the adaptive
genetic algorithm. Typically, a genetic algorithm involves
three major steps: initialization, evaluation of fitness func-
tion, and genetic operations. First, we formally define the
problem of data allocation in a CMP system. Then, we present

each step of the genetic algorithm by using the example
illustrated in the Section IV.

A. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The cost optimization problem of memory access incurred by
data allocation in a CMP with P processors (each of these
processors is integrated with a SPM which consists of a
SRAM and a MRAM) can be defined as: Given the number
of data N , the initial data allocation on the on-chip memory
units of all processor cores and the off-chip main memory,
the capacity of each core’s SRAM and MRAM, the number
of cores P, the number of reading and writing references to
each data of each core, the cost of each memory unit access,
and the cost of moving data between different memory units,
how to allocate each data to the hybrid memory units of each
core so that the total memory access cost can be minimized
and the write activities on MRAMs can be reduced? In this
problem, we assume each core can access the off-chip main
memory, the SRAM and MRAM in its local SPM, and every
remote SPM with different cost. The cost of access to each
memory unit is given in Table 1.

The objective function of the target problem is described as:
given the number of local readsNLR, local writesNLW , remote
reads NRR, remote writes NRW , the cost of local read CLR,
local write CLW , remote read CRR, remote write CRW , and
the cost of data movement CMove exhibited in Table 2 and 3,
the cost of memory access (CM ) for a specific data can be
formulated as Equation (1).

CM = NLR × CLR + NLW × CLW + NRR
×CRR + NRW × CRW + CMove (1)

B. INITIALIZATION
The population size PopSize(PS) usually depends on the
proposed problem and is determined experimentally [22].
To accelerate the process of data allocation and the implemen-
tation of genetic operations, we will use the greedy algorithm
in [7] to generate the initial population. A whole population
will be generated from these initial individuals by randomly
swapping the memory positions of genes.

C. FITNESS FUNCTION
In general genetic algorithms, the fitness function is typi-
cally obtained from the objective function that needs to be
optimized. The fitness of an individual u is regarded to be
better than the fitness of another individual v if the solution

TABLE 4. The number of data accesses for each core. The column of ‘‘Data’’ refers to the 18 data blocks, the columns of ‘‘R’’ and ‘‘W’’
represent the number of reads and writes to the corresponding data block, respectively.
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corresponding to u is closer to an optimal solution than v.
According to Darwin’s principle of survival of the fittest, the
individual with a greater fitness value will have higher like-
lihood to survive in the next generation than the counterpart
with a lower fitness value. We define the fitness function as
Equation (2)

FT (i) = M − Total_Cost(i); (2)

where M represents maximum total cost have observed by
this generation and FT (i) represents the fitness value of
chromosome i. Total_Cost(i) is the total cost of memory
access to the chromosome i. Essentially, it equals to the total
memory access cost of each gene (data) in this chromosome.
We calculate the total cost by using Equation (3)

Total_Cost(i) =
N∑
j=1

CM (j), for chromosome i; (3)

whereN is the number of data items andCM (j) is thememory
access cost of data j that is defined as Equation (1).

D. GA OPERATIONS
Generally, the genetic operations include selection, crossover,
and mutation. We describe each of them as follows.

1) SELECTION
The selection process is carried out to form a new popula-
tion, through strategically choosing some chromosomes from
the old population with respect to the fitness value of each
individual. It is utilized to enhance the overall quality of the
population. Based on the natural selection rule, many meth-
ods are exploited to select the fittest chromosomes, such as
roulette wheel selection, Boltzman selection, rank selection,
and elitism, etc. In our genetic algorithm, we will use
a rank based roulette wheel selection scheme with elitism to
select chromosomes. In this method, an imaginary wheel with
total 360 degrees is applied, on which all chromosomes in the
population are placed, and each of them occupied a slot size
according to the value of the corresponding fitness function.

Let PS denote the population size and Ai represent the
angle of the sector occupied by the ith ranked chromosome.
The chromosome-to-sector mapping is consistent to the
fitness of each chromosome, and the 1st ranked chromo-
some has the highest fitness value, therefore allocating to
the sector 1 with the largest angle A1. The (PS)th ranked
chromosome has the lowest fitness value and is allocated
to the sector PS − 1 with smallest angle APS .
Equation 4 to Equation 6 hold for the angles. Therefore, the
fitter an individual is, the more area of it will be assigned on
the wheel, and thus the more possible that it will be selected
when the biased roulette wheel is spun. The algorithm to
implement it is shown as Algorithm 1

ρ =
Ai
Ai+1

(4)

A1 =
1− ρ
1− ρPS

(5)

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for Genetic Selection
Input: An old population OldPop and the size of the

population PS.
Output: A selected chromosome k .
1: Define the total fitness SumFit as the sum of fitness

values of all individuals in the current population;
2: for i = 1→ PS do
3: SumFit = SumFit + OldPop(i).FT ;
4: end for
5: Generate a random number RanN between 1 to SumFit;
6: for k = 1→ PS do
7: if

∑k
i=1 OldPop(i).FT ≥ RanN then

8: break;
9: end if
10: end for
11: return chromosome k;

Ai =
(1− ρ)
1− ρPS

× ρi−1 (6)

where Ai < 1, ρ < 1, and 0 ≤ i < PS.

2) CROSSOVER
Crossover is a crucial step after selection. Generally, it is
employed to more broadly explore the search space. We can
find the individual with higher fitness function with this
operation. Conventionally, crossover operation includes sig-
nal point crossover, two point crossover, and uniform
crossover. The rationale is that the ‘‘good’’ characteristics
of the parents should be well preserved and passed down
to children. However, the rational selection may lead to the
local optimal problem. To avoid this problem, the crossover
operations are carried out with a specific probability, which
is often referred to as crossover rate, denoted by PC .
We randomly select pairs of chromosomes as parents to gen-
erate new individuals. In this section, we will use an adaptive
cycle crossover strategy to perform the crossover operation
with a tunable crossover rate which is proposed in [23], which
is calculated as Equation (7). This method is modified from
the cycle crossover proposed in [24]. The basic idea of cycle
crossover works as follows

PC =
%c(FTmax − FTbestC )
(FTmax − FTavg)

(7)

where FTmax is the maximal fitness value in the current
population, FTbestC is the fitness value of the parent with
higher fitness value between the two crossover parents,
FTavg is the average fitness value of the current population,
and %c is a positive constant less than 1.

We start at the first allele of parent 1 and copy the gene
to the first position of the child. Then, we look at the allele
at the same position in parent 2. We cannot copy this gene to
the first position of the child because it has been occupied.
We will go to the position with the same gene in the parent 1
and suppose it is at the position i.We copy the gene in parent 2
to the position i of the child.We then apply the same operation
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FIGURE 5. An example of cycle crossover. The solid line, dashed line, and dotted line represent the first, second, and third iteration, respectively.
The gene (B, 1) is invalid, since the core1’s SRAM has already been full before the allocation of data B.

on the gene in position i of parent 2. The cycle is repeated until
we arrive at a gene in parent 2 which has already been in the
child. The cycle started from parent 1 is complete. The next
cycle will be taken from parent 2. This crossover mechanism
enables the child to efficiently inherit the characteristics from
both parents.

However, this approach is possible to generate invalid
alleles for our data allocation problem, due to the size
constraint of each memory unit. An example of such scenario
is exhibited in Figure 5, where ‘‘Parent 1’’ and ‘‘Parent 2’’
indicate the parents chromosomes, and ‘‘Child’’ is generated
by this two chromosomes. In this example, because of the
space limitation, we assume that there are 11 data blocks,
A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H , I , J , andK , needs to be allocated to a
dual-core system with hybrid on-chip SPMs configured from
SRAM and MRAM. We also assume that the size of SRAM
and MRAM are 4KB and 6KB respectively, while the size
of each data block is 2KB. Therefore, each SRAM is able to
accommodate 2 data blocks and eachMRAM can store 3 data
blocks. As we can see from the child chromosome, allocating
data B to core1’s SRAM will exceed the maximum capacity
of the SRAM. This is because the SRAM can only hold 2 data
items, but it is assigned 3 data.

Because of the limitation of directly applying the cycle
crossover method to our data allocation problem, we propose
an adaptive cycle crossover strategy to guarantee valid data
allocation. The critical idea of our approach is that we use a
variable to keep the currently available space of each memory
unit. For each genetic operation of data allocation, we will
check if there is enough room for assigning the gene to the
specific memory unit. If it is true, the data will be directly
allocated. Otherwise, we will adaptively check the memory
units of the neighboring processor cores and find a space for
it. However, if all on-chip memory units, including SRAMs
andMRAMs, are full, the data will be assigned to the off-chip
main memory. An example of the adaptive cycle crossover
operation is shown in Figure 6. In this figure, the circled num-
bers indicate the adaptive adjustments of data allocation to
memory units at corresponding steps. The detailed algorithm
is shown as Algorithm 2.

The cycle crossover is able to travel through both par-
ents. Therefore, it is able to examine the good features of
both of them. But the downside is the relative long cost
of checking each position of parent chromosomes. Hence,
we propose another simpler crossover operation, which is a

Algorithm 2 Adaptive Cycle Crossover Algorithm
Input: Two parent chromosomes P1 and P2.
Output: A new chromosome.
1: Assume the length of each chromosome is L.
2: while Child chromosome has empty position do
3: for i = 1→ L do
4: if Gene i in P1 has not been copied to the child

chromosome then
5: Keep the gene and break;
6: end if
7: end for
8: if The memory unit associated with gene i is full then
9: Adaptively search an available position from neigh-

boring memory units;
10: else
11: Copy gene i to the same position of the child;
12: end if
13: Get a gene Ge at position i in P2;
14: while Ge has already existed in the child do
15: Locate the gene Ge in P1, suppose its position is j;
16: Copy the gene Ge to the position j of the child;
17: Get a new gene Ge at position j in P2;
18: end while
19: Apply the same process on P2 to copy genes to the

child chromosome;
20: end while
21: return The child chromosome;

modified version of the Partially Mapped Crossover (PMX).
Themain idea of the modified PMX algorithmworks as given
in Algorithm 3.

An example, shown in Figure 7, is employed to illustrate
the modified PMX algorithm. As shown in this figure, the
gene pairs after the crossover point are swapped and copied
to the child.

3) MUTATION
After the crossover operation, a genetic mutation will be
performed to recover some good features eliminated by the
crossover and prevent the premature convergence to a local
optima. It is archived by randomly flipping bits of a chro-
mosome. Similar to the crossover, it is happened in a certain
specific probability that is called mutation rate. We define it
to be a tunable parameter given in Equation (8) and donate
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FIGURE 6. An example of adaptive cycle crossover. The solid line, dashed line, and dotted line represent the first, second, and third iteration,
respectively. The circled numbers indicate the adaptive allocation for genes.

FIGURE 7. An example of the modified PMX algorithm.

Algorithm 3 Modified PMX Algorithm
Input: Two parent chromosomes P1 and P2.
Output: A new chromosome C .
1: Assume the length of each chromosome is L;
2: Randomly generate a crossover point 0 ≤ cp ≤ L;
3: for all Genes in the segment starting from the crossover

point in P1 do
4: Examine the gene at the same position of P2;
5: if The two genes have not been copied to C then
6: Fill the positions of the childC by swapping the two

genes in P1;
7: /*Note that here we only swap the data of two genes

while keeping the memory position unchanged*/
8: end if
9: end for
10: Map the remaining genes in P1 to C
11: return The child chromosome C ;

it as PM . The probability of a mutation is much lower than
that of a crossover. For every new chromosome generated
by the crossover operation, we perform the genetic mutation
on it with a probability of PM , as shown in Algorithm 4.
Since the gene in this research is defined as a data item and a
memory unit pair, themutation operation can be performed by
swapping either the data or the memory units of the selected
genes. However, since the datum are independent of each
other, these two mutation methods are equal. We will thus
swap the number of memory units of two genes to achieve
the mutation. For example, Figure 8 illustrate the result of
our genetic mutation for a chromosome.

PM =
%m(FTmax − FTbestM )
(FTmax − FTavg)

(8)

Algorithm 4 Algorithm for Genetic Mutation
Input: A Chromosome in population and mutation rate PM.
Output: A new chromosome.
1: Randomly select two genes i and j in the input chromo-

some;
2: Generate a random number RanN between 0 and 1;
3: if RanN ≤ PM then
4: Form a new chromosome by swapping the memory

units of gene i and gene j;
5: end if
6: return The new generated chromosome;

where FTbestM is the fitness value of the chromosome to be
mutated and %m is a positive constant less than 1.

The whole procedure of our AGADA algorithm is
described by Algorithm 5. First, we need to generate the
initial population. In this procedure, a number of chromo-
somes will be generated randomly. These chromosomes are
random permutations of pairs of data and all memory units
of a CMP system (line 1). After the initialization, the fitness
value of each individual will be calculated according to
Equation (3) (line 2). Then, a search process will be iteratively
applied to determine the best solution for the data alloca-
tion problem until a termination condition is reached. The
termination criterion includes two conditions: 1) the number
of new generations exceeds a predefined maximum number
of iterations, 2) after a certain number of search (typically
500 or even more), a better solution is still unreachable.
In each generation, the crossover and mutation operation
will be carried out in terms of the predefined crossover rate
PC and mutation rate PM (line 6-8). Finally, based on the
new population, the fitness value of each individual will be
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FIGURE 8. An example of mutation between gene (C, 2) and (H, 5).

calculated and the selection operation will be employed to
generate a new population (line 10).

Algorithm 5 Adaptive Genetic Algorithm for Data
Allocation (AGADA)
Input: A set of data items, a CMP system with P processor

cores, each core has a hybrid SPM. Any SPMi has a
SRAM with size of SSi and a MRAM with size of SMi.

Output: A data allocation.
1: Generate initial population;
2: NewPoP← ∅;
3: Determine the fitness of each individual;
4: while Termination criterion is not met do
5: for i = 0→ PS do
6: Randomly select two chromosomes i and j from

current population;
7: Optionally apply the crossover operation on chro-

mosomes i and j with probability PC ;
8: Optionally apply the mutation operation on the new

chromosome with probability PM ;
9: end for
10: Evaluate all individuals and perform selection;
11: end while
12: return The best allocation has obtained;

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We evaluate our algorithm across a host of benchmarks
selected from PARSEC [25]. We run these workloads on
M5 simulator [26] and obtain the memory traces for them.
We implemented both of the Multi-dimensional Dynamic
Programming Data Allocation (MDPDA) algorithm, the
adaptive genetic algorithm, and the greedy algorithm as
stand-alone programs. These programs take the memory
traces we have collected as inputs. We also use a modi-
fied version of CACTI [27] to get the memory parameters,
including memory read/write latency, energy consumption,
and leakage power, for the simulations by using 65 nm
technology.

There are two configurations for the target systems. The
first one is a dual-core in-order CMP system where each
core has a hybrid SPM with 4KB SRAM, 16B MRAM, and
8KB Z-RAM. The other one is quad-core CMP where each
core has a hybrid SPM with 4KB SRAM, 8KB MRAM, and
4KB Z-RAM. The baseline configuration is a dual-core CMP
system with a pure SPM configured from an 8KB SRAM.
The specifications of the hybrid memory modules and the

TABLE 5. Performance parameters for the target systems and
memory modules.

baseline are given in Table 5. Then, we integrate all these
parameters into our custom simulator. To verify the effective-
ness of our proposed MDPDA algorithm, 10 applications are
selected form PARSEC for simulations: blackscholes,
bodytrack, canneal, dedup, streamcluster, facesim,
fluidanimate, x264, swaptions, and ferret.

The following parameter specifications are used in our
simulations for the AGADA algorithm. 1) Population size:
300; 2) Crossover rate: %c = 0.8; 3)Mutation rate %m = 0.02;
4) Selection method: rank based roulette wheel; 4) maximum
generation: 1000.

We compare the performance of the AGADA algorithm to
that of the greedy algorithm [7]. Fig. 9, Fig. 10, and Fig. 11
illustrate comparisons between the greedy algorithm and the
AGADA algorithm, with respect to the number of writes to
MRAMs, dynamic energy consumption, and memory access
latencies. Compared to the greedy algorithm [7], the average
performance improvements of our AGADA algorithm are
32.96%, 15.98%, and 14.42%, respectively. By reducing the
number of writes to MRAMs, the AGADA algorithm can
efficiently extend the usage of MRAMs.
Performance analysis and comparison for the

AGADA algorithm: First, we verify the precision of the
AGADA strategy for data allocation in hybrid SPM archi-
tectures, by comparing to the optimal allocation results of the
multi-dimension dynamic programming (MDPDA) algorithm
revised from [9]. Fig. 12 shows that dynamic energy
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FIGURE 9. The comparison of the number of writes operations to MRAM
caused by data allocation strategies of the greedy algorithm and our
proposed adaptive genetic algorithm (AGADA). The AGADA algorithm
reduces the number of writes 32.96% on average.

FIGURE 10. The comparison of energy consumption caused by the
greedy algorithm and the adaptive genetic algorithm (AGADA) for data
allocation. The AGADA algorithm reduces dynamic energy consumption
by 15.98% on average.

FIGURE 11. The comparison of memory access latencies caused by the
greedy algorithm and the adaptive genetic algorithm (AGADA) for data
allocation. The AGADA algorithm reduces memory access latencies by
14.42% on average.

consumption of the AGADA algorithm is approximate to that
of the optimal MDPDA, with respect to the 7 applications
selected from PARSEC. On average, the AGADA consumes
2.21% more dynamic power than that of the
MDPDA counterpart. However, considering the high time

FIGURE 12. The comparison of dynamic energy consumption caused by
the MDPDA and AGADA for data allocation. On average, the AGADA
algorithm consumes 2.21% more dynamic energy consumption than the
MDPDA.

and space complexity of theMDPDA, the AGADA algorithm
is more competitive in overall performance.

For example, for a n-core CMP with hybrid SPMs, the
MDPDA algorithm revised from [9] needs
O(N ×

∏M
i=1(SizeSi × SizeMi )) times and spaces to get the

solution and maintain the cost matrix used the algorithm,
where N and M are the number of input data and SPMs,
respectively; SizeSi and SizeMi are the size of SRAM and
MRAM of SPM i, respectively. Instead, the AGADA
algorithm organizes a chromosome in the form of the list
structure, which only requires O(G × P × N ) space to
maintain the entire chromosomes, where G and P represent
the maximum number of iterations and the population size
of the genetic algorithm, respectively. Moreover, G and P are
constants, andG×P is much less than

∏M
i=1(SizeSi×SizeMi ).

VII. CONCLUSION
Hybrid memory is an effective approach to reduce the
energy consumption and latency issues for mobile cloud
computing systems. This paper proposed a novel hybrid
SPM architecture comprising SRAM, MRAM, and Z-RAM
to reduce memory access latency and energy consumption
by making the best usage of each type of memory. Based
on the hybrid SPM architecture, we proposed a novel adap-
tive genetic algorithm, Adaptive Genetic Algorithm for Data
Allocation (AGADA), to efficiently allocate data on each
memory unit of the heterogeneous SPMs. AGADA has much
smaller space complexity compared with multi-dimensional
dynamic programming (MDPDA) algorithm. Experimental
results have shown that our proposed algorithm can signifi-
cantly reduce both the memory access cost (including latency
and energy consumption) and the number of write operations
on MRAM, compared to the greedy algorithm.
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